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Abstract  
 

Mobile payments are an emerging trend and an alternative to traditional payment methods. Mobile 
payments involve the usage of the mobile phone to handle credit transfers during purchase of goods 
and peer to peer money transfers referred to as mobile wallet service, instead of depending on bank 
cards and cash. In this scenario, while the mobile wallet industry still being in its infancy there exist 
a few drivers of mobile wallet solutions aiming to create a de-facto standard in the mobile market. 
The major drivers of mobile wallets can be attributed to Mobile Network Operators (MNOs), banks 
and web based companies.  

In this report we would compare the motive behind every driver’s intent to enter the mobile payment 
market and the challenges associated in providing the wallet service to the market and assimilate the 
similarities and differences that exist among them. The key technical aspect behind the comparative 
analysis involves a standard set of factors on which the analysis would be based upon. The results 
obtained from the comparative analysis emphasizes on the significance behind the origin of industry 
of each mobile payment driver. The results also enlighten the varied yet partially coinciding 
objectives of each mobile payment driver. 

The approach adopted to conduct this research is primarily through analyzing different origin 
industry based mobile wallet drivers, and then generalizing the data based on the researched use case 
models. The comparative analysis performed is based on the generalized data obtained by studying 
the use case under each mobile payment driver. Further, to predict the future marketing strategy of 
each driver, ansoff matrix is employed to devise the roadmap. Finally the main objective of the 
investigation is answered, which is finding out the reasons behind the entry of different industry 
origin drivers into the mobile payment market and the challenges faced by them.   
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background   
Mobile phones have become an integral part of our society. Originally mobile phones were intended 
only to make voice calls and send text messages. Today mobile phones have evolved so much that 
they provide a wide range of services from email, instant messages, social media interface. 
Moreover, our smart phones equip us with other daily needs like camera, calendar, navigation, 
notebook and an address book too. In short, smart phones have converged to become our pocket size 
PC. We can further emphasize that smartphone penetration has increased tremendously all over the 
globe with staggering penetration rates. It is estimated that currently 1 out of every 5 mobile phones 
is a smart phone. Figure 1 depicts the growing smartphone penetration globally over the years. 

 

Figure 1 Increasing Smartphone penetration globally source: (Park Associates, 1970)  

In the current scenario other than a smart phone a user normally carries keys and a wallet. A logical 
continuation in the next step of convergence would be to integrate the user’s wallet with his phone. 
Thus a mWallet is mobile service which enhances mobility and connectivity of a standard wallet in a 
built in mobile device.  This would provide the user convenience as well as safety. 

Convenience – Moving the users bank cards and ID cards to the phone would free up a lot of pocket 
space. Further mWallet pilots indicate significant reduction of time when paying through phones 
than the conventional leather wallets. 

Security – Moving the user’s wallet to his phone substantially reduces theft and bank card 
manipulation (Mobey Forum, 2011). 

Having said this mWallet service has a high adoption rate in developing countries. Estimates suggest 
that in countries like South Africa, Philippines and India one third of the population have no bank 
accounts. Still 19% of the unbanked have prepaid mobile accounts and 11% of these have access to 
the internet that uses mWallets (quirk eMarketing, 2013). 
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The irony in this context is that while developing countries have a high adoption rate for mWallet 
service, the growth has been dormant in a few developed countries like Sweden where the mobile 
market penetration is very high and almost everybody has bank accounts. 

1.2 Problem Definition  
Though mWallets service is an emerging trend, countries like America through Visa, PayPass a 
Master Card venture, ISIS wallet and Google wallet are the front runners in providing mWallet 
services. While mWallets provided by Visa and PayPass are primarily financial institutions driven by 
banks, ISIS wallet is a Mobile Network Operator (MNO) driven mWallet and Google wallet is 
primarily an Internet driven mWallet. Similarly there exist other established mWallets worldwide 
which are bank driven, operator driven or internet company driven. In this thesis project we would 
analyze in depth the strategies adopted by the three different mWallet drivers and compare the 
business strategies employed by the wallet drivers. 

This leads up to our research questions in this investigation of comparing mWallet concepts: 
 

1. What are the major reasons behind the entry of MNOs, Banks and Internet 
companies into providing Mobile Wallets? 

2. What are the challenges in deploying a Mobile Wallet service within each 
driver?  

Eventually, in the conclusion chapter the above questions will be answered but since the represented 
questions are a bit general, in the analysis section the below questions that are derivatives of the main 
RQs, would be discussed and answered. In chapters 4 and 5, the derivative of the first RQ would be 
discussed and answered; 

• What are the similarities and differences in strategies that exist behind drivers of MNOs, 
Banks and internet companies based Mobile wallet concepts? 

 

Eventually, in chapter 6, the following questions that are derived from RQ2 will be resolved; 

• What are the internal challenges that exist within a mobile wallet driver organization? 
• What are the external challenges that exist for a mobile wallet driver organization? 

 
The answers to the primary research questions would help us identify the reasons and key differences 
in strategies between mWallet concepts. The comparison would be based on some key factors 
mentioned in (1.4 Contribution) .The answer to the second research question would enable us to 
identify the challenges involved in deploying a mWallet service within each driver. 

1.3 Related Work  
In context to mWallets there has been a lot of research going on in various areas as described in NFC 
Forum, Mobey Forum and GSMA association. The above mentioned organizations have specified 
and proposed standards for functionality, where relations between different types of actors and roles 
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are outlined in context to mWallets. These papers further talk about ecosystems for mWallets in the 
above context (NFC Forum, October 2008).  

In addition, research in business related areas exploring the causes related to the dormant growth of 
NFC enabled handsets are discussed in the paper written by (Markendahl, et al., 2011) and the main 
reasons being: 

 
 Unclear business models 
 Lack of contactless Point-of-Sales (PoS) 
 Lack of co-operation between ecosystem players. 

 

The paper further discusses whether creating policies and standards would remove the roadblocks for 
technical innovations such as mWallets. This is done with the help of comparing business policies 
for NFC mPayments with that of credit card based payments (Markendahl, et al., 2011). 

Paper in “Can mobile ecosystems in technical innovations be standardized” presented by Jan 
Markendahl, Per Andersson and Lars-Gunnar Mattson in the 2011 Budapest ITS conference 
prescribes other methods of implementing a Trusted Element (TE) while addressing the security 
aspects of mPayments. The paper further analyzes roles and responsibilities different actors have in 
different types of mPayments (Andersson, et al., 2011). 

Comprehensive research on the evolution of mPayment service and how it affects the end user in the 
value chain is illustrated in the white paper published by Helsinki school of Economics in 
collaboration with University Technology of Sydney. Further the literature elaborates on the 
frameworks of factors affecting the mPayment market and its slow uptake especially in developed 
countries (Dahlberg, et al., 2006). 

Finally a holistic view on the contributions to mPayments is presented in a white paper “Design 
science research on mWallets” which imbibes a lot of theory from (Olsen, 2011). The literature 
review states that research papers on mWallets mostly relate to consumer factors and technological 
factors. Analysis of business models and value chain networks can be found in (Stathis, et al., 2003). 
Analysis of different types of market failures of mPayment services can be found in (Rouibah, 2009). 

Moreover there are also a number of white papers and journals available on the below mentioned 
topics: 

 Strategies that should be adopted in order to make mPayments more viable for banks (Siegel, 
et al., July 2011) 

 Building research models for mWallet consumer (Donald L. Amoroso, Juanuary 2011).  
 Changes needed in the ecosystem to adopt to mWallets (Ripan, 2012)  

 

The European Union too has published a lot of research papers under “SToLPAN” primarily 
focusing on NFC services. There has been research investigating the challenges faced by various 
mWallet ecosystem elements such as mWallet provider, stake holder, content provider, service 
provider.   
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Currently, after the World Congress Summit at Barcelona in February 2012 there has been big surge 
of announcements in the Financial and Telecommunications industries. Orange and Visa plan to 
collaborate to provide E-Commerce solutions to emerging markets in Africa and Middle East. 
Similarly Vodafone and Visa have made similar agreements to provide mPayments using NFC to 
few countries in Europe namely Germany, Netherlands, Spain and turkey and US. This partnership 
to provide a wallet that exists between Vodafone and Visa is open to accommodate service suppliers 
into their collaboration. Likewise ISIS operator provided mWallet has signed new agreement 
partnerships with financial associates like Chase, Capital One and Barclaycard. This association of 
ISIS with above mentioned financial partners is in addition to their already existing partnership with 
Visa and MasterCard.  

Vodafone’s major competitor in UK O2 and Everything Everywhere (EE) has jointly ventured in 
creating a mPayment solution. This association of major network operator giants in UK predicts 
mPayments to increase by 53% by 2013 (Cogenta, 2011).  

There is also broad research going in various other fields in relation to MWallets. Still the gap that 
exists is that there is no research analyzing the different driving forces behind mWallets and 
comparing them on different scales and levels as mentioned below. At the end of the study a detailed 
comparison of different mWallet concepts will be made which would assist in visualizing the 
similarities and differences between mWallet concepts and also the challenges in providing a 
mWallet service. 

1.4 Contribution  
In this research project we would compare and analyze the three major drivers behind the mWallet 
concept: 
 MNOs driven mWallets 
 Banks driven mWallets 
 Internet companies driven mWallets. 

 
Comparison of different mWallet drivers would help in clearly visualizing the similarities and 
differences in entry level strategies between each driver on aspects that are listed below. This would 
enable us in answering our predominant research question, analyzing the similarities and differences 
in drivers of mWallet concepts. Use cases under each concept would be investigated and compared 
under the following factors. Figure 2 illustrates the comparative factors, based on which comparative 
analysis is performed among the mWallet drivers: 
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Figure 2 Comparison factors applied to each mWallet concept 

 Purpose of deploying a mWallet service 
 Current demand for a mWallet service 
 Existing market scenario in launching a mWallet service 
 Analyze the value mesh present with each cooperating organization 
 Investigate for substitutes 

 
As most of the mWallet services is launched predominantly as a joint venture between organizations 
we would further investigate the nexus between participating organizations and analyze the value 
mesh present in their business strategy like revenue sharing and dominant partners. 

1.5 Methodology  
The method chosen to conduct this research would be structured as follows. A goal and a set of 
objectives will be established in order to answer a research question that would evaluate a problem. 
The procedure to test and validate the research question will be presented in two sections: 
 

 Comparative analysis of the different drivers behind mWallets and challenges faced. 
 Discussion based both on the industry analysis and on research interviews with experts on 

the mPayment area.  
 

As the research involves comparing existing and new actors within the mWallet industry we would 
use the Ansoff matrix to determine organizations product development strategy. 

1.5.1 Ansoff Matrix 
The Ansoff matrix helps in charting out the potential growth of mWallet service against existing 
actors in the field. It further helps in comparing the each actor’s market penetration, market 
development, product development and diversification principles can be analyzed and compared 
against one another. Figure 3 depicts the Ansoff matrix graph used to predict the future marketing 
strategy of mWallet drivers. 

Mobile 
Payments 

Purpose 

Demand 

Market 
Position 

Networks 

Substitute 
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Figure 3 Ansoff Matrix     Source (Riley, 2012) 

1.5.2 Approach 
The approach to this research is done through stakeholder interviews and desktop research. The 
research includes: 

 
1. Literature Review  
2. Comparative study of mWallet concepts   
3. Data Collection  
4. Data Analysis   

     
Literature Review – The research question would be formulated after receiving academic feedback.  
 
Comparison of mWallet concepts – Different mWallet drivers use cases are generalized, compared 
and analyzed to dig out the entry level strategies, similarities, differences and challenges involved in 
deploying a mWallet service. 
 
Data Collection – The data collection for this research is done qualitatively based on two stages: 
 Primary Source Data 
 Secondary Source Data 

 
Due to the fact that this particular research topic is in its infancy and is predicted to undergo constant 
changes during the research, an action research methodology was considered best suitable for the 
research. The philosophical assumption that underpins an action research is that the subject is part of 
a constantly changing social world and that the research and researcher are part of that change 
(Lynch, 2004). 
 
Primary Source Data - To attain the goal of any research, relevant data has to be collected for the 
research. These help in answering the research questions which in this project shall be done by 
analyzing and interpreting the data collected.  
 
Though there are a number of data collection techniques available such as surveys, literature reviews, 
interviews, observations and so on. In this research data collection is predominantly done through 
stake holder interviews. The list of interviews dne during the research are listed below: 
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Interviewees 

• Johan Ragnevad. Business Development Manager, 4T-WyWallet AB 

The interview lasted close to 90 minutes, and during the interview details regarding to the 
motive, demand, challenges and future strategies were discussed to know the intent behind 
MNOs to enter the mobile payment market.  

• Lars Aase – Marketing Manager, Accumulate AB 

The interview lasted an hour, and during the discussion topics such as market leaders, 
challenges, driving factors and future scope of mobile payments were discussed. 

• Oskar Karlsson – Product Manager, Swedbank AB 

The interview lasted an hour, and during the discussion topics such as role of banks, driving 
factors, challenges and future roadmap of banks in mobile payments were discussed. 

For mWallet use cases where limited information was available online and interviews could not be 
conducted, the author resorted to the secondary data source 

 
 
Secondary Source Data - Secondary source data was compiled from Internet research. The data 
collected was mostly from company websites, websites relating to mWallets and mPayments and 
from organizations like Mobey Forum, NFC Forum and GSMA association. Articles, Publications, 
Journals written by different mPayment experts were also used for the research.   

 
Data Analysis and Approach – As the research project is based on exploring business networks 
present in the mWallet ecosystem as well as comparing different mWallet drivers on various factors 
mentioned above. Thus we would incorporate two research methods for this project: 

 
 Actors, Resource and Activities (ARA) model 
 Casual Comparative Analysis (CCA) model 

 
Actors, Resource and Activities (ARA) model – In (Anderson, 2004) suggest that in order to analyze 
business networks one uses the ARA model, which takes into account three components: Actors, 
Resource and Activities. Actors are firms that perform activities and control resources. Activities 
include transactions and create value through transforming resources. More on ARA based analysis 
is discussed in (CHAPTER 4 – ARA MODELLED ANALYSIS OF MOBILE WALLET CONCEPTS). 
 
Casual Comparative Analysis (CCA) model - The data analysis would be done in a casual 
comparative research basis. Using such a model would enable us to determine the cause and effect 
relationship when comparing mWallet driver concepts. In (Gay, 2003) propose this as the best model 
when the study involves comparison of two or more entities. In this research as our idea compels us 
to compare the three different structures that exist in mWallet industry today, Casual Comparative 
Analysis (CCA) would be the ideal data analysis methodology. More on CCA based analysis is 
discussed in (CHAPTER 5 – CCA MODELLED COMPARITIVE ANALYSIS OF MOBILE WALLET 
CONCEPTS) 
 
Initial requirement for interpretive research data analysis is omitting irrelevant data. Interpretive 
research is analytically disclosing those meaning-making practices, while showing how those 
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practices configure to generate observable outcomes. During interpretive research the researcher 
does not start with pre-determined concepts rather learns concepts that emerge during the study 
(Walsham, 2002). References are made to organizations publications journals and standards which 
talks about perspectives of organizations and enterprises, their vision and road map on launching 
mWallet services. Analysis is made using both ARA and CCA models based on the data collected.   
 
Finally the discussion would be based upon the differences and similarities that exist between 
various mWallet concepts and the challenges associated with them pertaining to each driver. Figure 
4 is a step by step illustration of the various abstraction levels in the thesis project. 

 

 
Figure 4 Project Methodology       

1.5.3 Delimitations 
Due to the limited time frame and the thesis is focused predominantly on comparing the different 
mWallet concepts, only a few use cases under each driver are explored and generalization is based 
on the use case examples. Applying these results to other use cases which have not been dealt with 
could prove improbable. 
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1.6 Structure of this thesis 
 
The thesis is structured with a total of seven chapters. Introduction (Chapter 1) elaborates on the 
increase in trend of smart phones which have converged to function as a PC. This chapter further 
introduces the next level of abstraction which is integrating the traditional wallet into the phone. The 
chapter also illustrates the current mWallet concepts and the drivers behind the mWallets. After 
citing a few examples of different mWallet concepts the research question is motivated. The chapter 
later drills into the purpose behind conducting the research and the motive to answer the research 
questions.  The research methodologies that have been used to answer the research question have 
also been included in this chapter so that the readers can get an idea about the approach used.  

Chapter 2 introduces the reader to the mWallet ecosystem. Here the key terms associated with 
mPayments and the different market actors comprising the mWallet platform is discussed. This 
chapter’s intention is to tune the reader to understand the various key terms that would be used 
further down the research paper. 

Chapter 3 is divided into three key subsections. The first subsection takes into account different 
MNO driven mWallets use cases and investigates them based on various factors. Similarly use cases 
under Banks driven and Internet driven mWallets are elaborated upon in this chapter. 

Chapter 4 takes into account, one common mWallet functionality provided by all three drivers and 
applies the ARA model to figure out the relations between actors in their ecosystem and also studies 
the similarities and differences that exist to one another  

Chapter 5 analyses the general differences that exist between the three different mWallet drivers. 
This is done by applying the comparison based factors used in (Chapter 3) and applied to each of the 
mWallet drivers. Once the analysis is made CCA model is applied to figure out the similarities and 
differences that exist between each mWallet driver. 

Chapter 6 analyses the challenges that exist within each mWallet driver and applies the CCA model 
to bring out the similarities and differences that exist between each mWallet driver. 

Chapter 7 is the final chapter elaborating upon the inferences made from analysis in previous 
chapters and answering the research questions. Future recommendations are suggested based on the 
results.  
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CHAPTER 2 – MOBILE WALLET ECOSYSTEM 
The aim of this chapter would be to introduce the key technologies and market actors associated with 
the mWallet concept. A brief introduction about the various technologies that form the base of 
mWallet solutions and how actors relate to each other within the mPayment system would be 
elaborated upon this section 

“Mobile Wallets” are a subset of the broader mPayments landscape. An mPayment uses a mobile 
device as a method of payment whereas mWallets specifically target payments at physical PoS to 
substitute banks issued cards and cash. To further understand where mWallets fit in under the 
broader landscape of mPayments, we would structure this chapter with a top down approach starting 
from mPayments and deepen the research into mWallets. 

2.1 Mobile Payment 
An mPayment is a method of payment where a mobile device is required to initiate and confirm a 
payment. Though, there exist a various terminologies to define mPayment a formal definition is “A 
mPayment is the transfer of an electronic means of payment from the payer to the payee through the 
use of an electronic payment instrument, which is a mobile device held by at least one participant, 
which is not bound to any place and sends and receives information over a wireless link (Huber, 
2004).”  

The granular level of abstraction of mPayments which involves making in-store payments using the 
mobile phones involves the services of a mWallet. Given below is a diagram representing the various 
abstraction levels of mPayments under each driver. 

 

Figure 5 mWallet payment setting in mPayments      
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2.1.1 Mobile wallet 
The key functionality of a mWallet is to make payment transactions using the mobile device. Mobey 
Forum defines mWallets as “A Mobile Wallet is functionality on a mobile device that can securely 
interact with digitized valuables (Mobey Forum, 2011).”  

A mWallet application may either run on a smartphone or remotely on secure servers but would be 
accessed only by a mobile device. A mWallet would enable functioning of services through the 
mobile device on the financial, user identification and mCommerce fronts. A mWallet on the 
financial front is used to facilitate (Mobey Forum, 2011). 

Financial 
 Mobile Banking, Example- account balance information. 
 Financial Transaction, Example – P2P money transfer, bill payment. 
 Substitute payment cards through mobile remote payments and mobile proximity 

payments (Mobey Forum, 2011). 

Identification 
A mWallet is also used to facilitate user identification though digital signatures and membership and 
driving license cards. Finally a mWallet primary purpose is to enable mCommerce functionality 
(Mobey Forum, 2011).  

mCommerce 
The Mobey Forum describes mCommerce as “mCommerce is any transaction, involving the transfer 
of ownership or rights to use goods and services, which is initiated and/or completed by using 
mobile devices (Tiwari & Buse, 2007).”  

The mWallet by providing mCommerce solutions provides enormous benefit to merchants by 
providing various services such as loyalty schemes, geo-location based advertisements, coupons and 
mobile device as PoS. Given below is a diagram illustrating the dimensions of a mWallet.  

 

Figure 6 mWallet dimensions and service capability  Source – (Mobey Forum, February 2012) 

The mWallet in addition to providing consumers an innovative method to pay also provides the 
merchants a new channel to stay connected with their consumers. Through this, merchants can 
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promote their store offers in a much customized consumer based fashion. The following technologies 
help in providing a mWallet service.  

Technologies 
One Time Ticket (OTT) - One Time Ticket is an open one-time code sent to the receiver, where only 
the client or receiver is required to authenticate a transaction (Accumulate AB, 2004).  

Quick Response Code (QRC) - A two-dimensional bar code that downloads a web page to into the 
consumer’s smartphone when photographed with a mobile tagging app in the phone (Swedbank AB, 
2012). 

Near Field Communication (NFC) controller and antenna – is a wireless technology that enables 
mobile devices to securely send the consumer’s account information at the PoS terminals at the 
merchant. The tags associated with consumer products which are kept at the billing counter are read 
through contactless technology (FirstData, 2012).  

Secure element (SE) - A secure smart card chip which stores and enables account information 
handling. It is separate from phone memory card. The information present in the secure element is 
protected by layers of security (FirstData, 2012).  

Mobile Application – provides the user interface for the consumer to manage accounts and initiate 
payments from the wallet app in the mobile device (FirstData, 2012).  

NFC enabled mWallet –  
Initially to use the mWallet application the consumer needs to link the bank account information to 
the mobile device. This process is known as provisioning of the SE through TSM where the mobile 
app is customized according to the user. The consumer provides the personal and card account 
information to the mobile app. This information is validated against the card issuing banks for 
verification. The TSM acts as a secure payment gateway between the card issuing banks and the 
consumer. Once the TSM receives a notification on account validity it provisions the phones SE with 
the account data in a consumer customized method. The provisioned SE represents the information 
on the magnetic stripe of a conventional credit or debit card. 

During the payment process, the consumer opens the mWallet application in the phone and enters a 
pin code. Once the pin is entered the code is validated by the SE present in the phone SIM card.  
Once the validation is done the phone is presented to the contactless reader present at the PoS at the 
merchant. NFC technology is used to transmit the sensitive information between the consumer’s 
mobile device and the contactless reader at the PoS. The payment transaction hence forth is very 
similar to the normal card transaction except that it provides additional value to consumers in terms 
of coupons, loyalty cards (FirstData, 2012).  

QRC enabled mWallet –  
The consumer scans the QRC at the merchant PoS, the encrypted code information is validated 
against the bank card account number as an OTT. If the transaction is authenticated and validated the 
merchant receives receipt from the payment processor denoting the successful transaction.  
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 OTT enabled mWallet 
OTT is a transmission technology independent payment method where the OTT is transferred from 
the consumer’s mobile device to the PoS at the merchant either through QRC or bar codes. The OTT 
is then validated against the bank card account number and the merchant receives the receipt once 
the transaction is successful.  

mPayments are a rapidly developing niche business area with more and more actors emerging on the 
market to provide Mobile Financial services (MFS). The increased growth of mPayments has 
influenced the method of payment transaction on both the consumer as well as the merchant side 
(Accumulate AB, 2004).  

2.1.2 Market Actors 
There are many actors involved in providing a mWallet payment platform. Listed below are some of 
the major actors behind each technology present in the market engaging in deploying mWallet 
solutions to consumers.  

NFC QRC OTT 
Banks Banks MNO 

MNO 
Payment Network 
Processor(PNP) 

Payment Service Provider 
(PSP) 

Web Based Companies PoS/Merchants/Retailers PoS/Merchants/Retailers 

TSM Card Issuer  

Payment Network Processor Issuer/Acquirer  

PoS/Merchants/Retailers   

Example – MC-PayPass, 
ISIS, GW 

Example – BART, SWISH Example – WyWallet 

Table 1 Technology based market actors in mPayments 

Bank Ecosystem   
Banks – Banks with already existing payment infrastructure and services have an additional 
dimension they offer to consumers in trust and security in the mPayment setting. Consumers trust in 
banks to handle sensitive financial information is the greatest advantage banks possess in the 
mWallet payment setup. The major challenge banks and other financial institutions face with respect 
to mobile payments is their fast adaptability to the rapid developments that occur in the mobile sector 
(Garvín, 2011).  

Payment Network Processor (PNP) - The payment network processor handles the secure payment 
transaction between the banks of merchants and the card issuing banks of consumers (Garvín, 2011).  

Payment Service Provider (PSP) – The role of a PSP in mWallet setting enables merchants to accept 
a wide variety of electronic payments by interconnecting merchants PoS terminal to different 
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payment networks or banks. The PSP provides the merchant less dependency on financial institutions 
(Garvín, 2011).  

Mobile Ecosystem 
MNO – MNO with already being connected with the consumer by providing mobile phone 
subscription is partnering with other different market actors in the mWallet setting to establish a 
mWallet platform. The key business strategy line of MNO driven mWallet is local to the network 
operator (Garvín, 2011).  

TSM – The TSM’s role is to ensure the mPayment connection is secure. The TSM is the actor within 
a mWallet setup responsible for establishing a secure connection between the consumer’s bank 
account or card information, and the MNO and other mPayments related service providers 
supporting the transaction (Garvín, 2011).  

Web Based Companies – Internet technology based companies such as Google have built mPayment 
ecosystems to add another dimension to their business strategy. The value added service would 
enable their huge consumer base to further benefit from mWallet services and in turn provide the 
Internet companies access to consumer behavior.  Information on consumer behavior would enhance 
the Internet companies’ business ideology by providing information on consumer buying trends, 
customer acquisition, and loyalty programs and so on (Mobey Forum, February 2012). 

Merchant Ecosystem 
Point of Sale (PoS) – The role of the PoS terminal at the merchant is to develop and manage the PoS 
receiver at the merchant store. The primary goal of the PoS is to maintain compatibility with the 
consumer’s smartphone (Garvín, 2011). 

The other actors present in the mWallet setting are handset manufacturers, card issuers and the OS 
providers. Given below is a diagram explaining the complete mWallet ecosystem from a consumer 
and merchant point of view.  Given below is a diagrammatic representation of various actors present 
in the mWallet ecosystem. 

 

Figure 7 mWallet ecosystem between Merchant and Consumer 
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2.2 Merchant Experience           

Though an mPayment signifies only the actual payment method, a merchant experience through an 
mPayment transaction bears a broader framework. From a merchant perspective an mPayment 
transaction phase has two additional phases. 

 Mobile Pre-Payment 
 mPayment 
 Mobile Post-Payment 

 

A Pre-Payment phase is where the merchant offers ads, coupons and strategically advertises the store 
products via the consumer’s mobile device through social sites and so on. Once the consumer is 
attracted by the offer and decided to buy a product, the next phase which is the actual mPayment 
phase comes into the framework. Finally the merchant, to expand and retain the consumer base 
provides Post-Payment offers like loyalty cards; add on sales and so on. These three phases put 
together comprises the entire Merchant side experience with respect to mPayments. 

Figure 8 Merchant Experience in mPayments  

Source (Accenture, 2012) 

mPayments facilitate the merchants with being connected to the consumer through the mobile 
device. Thereby adding a new dimension of sales to their existing business through customer specific 
ads, geo location based marketing, loyalty programs, add-on-sales and so on. The merchant in order 
to gain the added advantage provided by mPayments have to upgrade their PoS card reader 
equipment to accept contactless payments. Though the up gradation of all PoS terminals to accept 
contactless payments from commerce enabled mobile devices could involve some investments, it 
provides a several new business ideas which the merchant could benefit from 

 Targeted Marketing – Merchants can cater personalized marketing offers and 
promotions directly to consumers 

 Loyalty Programs - Merchants can issue loyalty cards that synchronize with consumers 
mWallet thus providing the consumer real time benefits  

 Gift Cards – Merchants can have gift cards synchronized with the user’s mWallet, so 
that consumers can automatically use gift card balances and also re-load them. 
(Accenture, 2012) 

2.3 Consumer Experience 
Mobile devices act as a communication protocol to help the merchant stay connected with the 
consumer. The innovative method provides a new dimension to merchants in terms of 
advertisements. mPayments provide a parallel correlation between the consumer and the merchant. 
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Through mPayments, a merchant induces the consumer to go a initial prepayment as well as a post-
payment phase of mPayments. Given below is a diagrammatic representation of the various stages a 
consumer sustains during mPayments. 

 

Figure 9 Consumer Experience in mPayments  

 Source - (Accenture, 2012) 

As a pre-payment phase the mobile device of the consumer is notified of various advertisements 
issued by the merchant. The consumer in order to cash in on the offers needs to be cognitive of the 
new innovative methods of advertisements. The consumer then has the luxury to choose the product 
of choice. During the actual payment phase, mPayments have given the consumer the freedom to 
choose the method of payment. The consumer could resort to traditional methods of payment like 
bank cards and cash or use the mWallet service contactless payment method. During post payment, 
the merchant in order to restore and expand the stores consumer base promotes post payment offers 
like loyalty points, add on sales to attract the consumer back to the store. The consumer endorses the 
offer through recommending the store to other consumers. Similar to the merchant the consumer also 
traverses through three different stages of mPayments (Accenture, 2012).   

Having elaborated on the key terms associated with mPayment solutions and mWallet technologies, 
in the forthcoming chapter the research will dive into exploring mWallet use cases powered by 
MNOs, banks and internet companies. 
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CHAPTER 3 – MOBILE WALLET USE CASES 
  

In this chapter the various mWallet use case under each driver will be analyzed in detail considering 
the factors mentioned in section 1.4 and challenges with respect to each driver would be investigated 

The use case that is analyzed under MNOs driven mWallets is 

 WyWallet 
 

The use case that is analyzed under Banks driven mWallets is 

 Bart 
 

The use case that is analyzed under Internet companies driven mWallets is  

 Google Wallet 

3.1 MNOs Driven Mobile Wallet  
One of the three concepts that exist in terms of mWallets is MNO driven mWallets. In most cases 
when a mWallet service is launched by a network operator the tendency is that operators join hands 
with other major actors in that domain to deploy the mWallet service. The reason for mobile 
operator’s preference to collaborate with other operators especially in offering mPayment services 
will discussed in detail below 

3.1.1 WyWallet 
WyWallet is a mPayment service launched by 4T, which is a joint venture between the four leading 
mobile network operators in Sweden (Telia, Tele2, Telenor and Three). WyWallet commercial 
launch was in July 2012. The company 4T intends to extend the mWallet service to 97% of the 
Swedish citizens. The other key actors involved in the functioning of the WyWallet service are  

 Accumulate AB – provides the backend mobile security platform and integrates the 
GUI and account information with WyWallet. 

 PayEx AB – acts as the PSP for WyWallet and assists WyWallet with account 
interconnection management. 
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Figure 10 WyWallet ecosystem 

The major services WyWallet payment method offers are: 

 Person to Person (P2P) money transfer using unique phone numbers as ID’s 
 Charging pre-paid SIM cards 
 Shopping at automatic vending machines 
 Online shopping 
 SMS based shopping (Public transport, Parking tickets, Ringtones) 

 
WyWallet also offers its customers a free credit of 1000 SEK which could be utilized and finally 
paid at the end of the month through an invoice. Given below is a schematic diagram of WyWallet. 

 

Figure 11 Schematic representation of WyWallet 

The key aspect to using the payment service is linking the user’s individual bank account with the 
WyWallet account created by downloading the app from the app store. As a part of new regulations 
within EU, to create a WyWallet account the user needs to register the WyWallet account by 
providing the users social security number to the app. A background check is performed to validate 
the user. 
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 Comparison Based Factors 
WyWallet payment method below will be analyzed based on the 5 major factors described above. 
The information gathered below is the views of Mr. Johan Ragnevad Business Development 
Manager 4T-WyWallet and Mr. Lars Aase Marketing Manager Accumulate AB. 

1. Purpose 
The following points cited below were the major purpose that led to the launch of WyWallet as a 
separate Payment Industry by Mobile Network operators in Sweden:  

 Brand Perception Erosion - Though previously MNOs were independently involved in 
providing value added services such as SMS based purchases, mPayments and so on. 
Through this method even though the associated credit risk was low for the respective MNO, 
there was a comprehensive increase in the overall final payment component of the end user in 
terms of subscription. As a result, the monthly subscription of the customer increase many 
fold. Even though it was due to the customers’ payment behavior which resulted in the rise in 
invoice, there was associated brand perception erosion with respect to the service provider. 
This was one of the major reasons for the extradition of value added services such as 
mPayments to a whole new payment structure. 
 

 Increased regulation from EU and National Level Agencies - The paradox that exists in 
Sweden currently is that even though its legal to use unregistered SIM cards to make voice 
calls, SMS and data services when it comes to mPayments it is prohibited. This irony has led 
to large spread dissatisfaction among all the users of different operators end customers. 
 

 Strategic Business Plan – Providing a mWallet application for consumers is considered as a 
strategic move by MNOs to make consumers more dependent on their mobile phones. MNOs 
foray into mPayments was completely a business strategy to achieve sustainable revenue and 
growth in the mPayment industry. 

 

2. Demand 
The following points cited below were the major market demands that led to the launch of WyWallet 
as a separate Payment Industry by Mobile Network operators in Sweden: 

 General Business Development Strategy – The demand for a common mPayment platform 
grew when Operators initially tried individual payment schemes such as Telia Mobil Plånbok 
launched by Telia, Online top up scheme launched by Telenor did not function with great 
modularity and profitability as expected. This was one of the reasons for MNOs combined 
approach to enter the field of mPayments. 
 

 Extending Horizons - The need for MNOs to enter the global market of mPayments has led to 
the MNOs joint venture in launching a mPayment platform. 

3. Networks 
WyWallet is a mWallet platform launched by the 4 major MNOs in Sweden. As the company is a 
joint venture between the leading MNOs in Sweden, their collaboration involves a significant value 
mesh analysis. Presently each of the mobile operators own 25% share of the company 4T-WyWallet. 
Presently 4T-WyWallet is in dialog with other smaller operators within Sweden to extend their 
coverage to suit 100% of the Swedish consumers with a mPayment platform. It is estimated that 4T-
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WyWallet further has a roadmap to include other card companies in order to grow more global and 
scale mPayments to a global level. PayEx AB though is a separate actor in terms of mPayments helps 
WyWallet with account interconnection management hence is not considered to be a competitor to 
4T-WyWallet. Accumulate AB provides the same Mobile Platform to both 4T-WyWallet as well as 
PayEx AB. 

4. Market Position 
WyWallet are one of the front runners in Sweden in terms of mPayments along with PayEx, 
Seamless SEQR and iZettle. In comparison Seamless SEQR and iZettle actively involve themselves 
in providing mPayment platforms, PayEx acts more as a PSP rather than a mPayment platform with 
respect to WyWallet. 

Currently WyWallet major goal in retaining market position is trying to establish it as the de-facto 
standard for mPayments. At present there are a few actors entering the mPayment industry trying to 
establish their own standards. Given below is a table of the leading actors in mPayment industry in 
Sweden  

Actor Driver 

SWISH, BART Bank 

PayEx Mobil PSP 

Seamless SEQR Third party 

iZettle Third party 

Table 2 Substitutes to WyWallet 

As the mPayment market is in its infancy in Sweden each actor is involved in trying to create a 
standard in the Swedish market which could be adopted. We can sum up by saying there is a need for 
standardized mPayment eco systems within Sweden at present. 

5. Substitutes 
At present with the mPayments industry is in its infancy there exist a number of similar actors to 
WyWallet as mentioned above. We can summarize that the major substitutes for WyWallet within 
Sweden are Swish which is a collaborative effort launched by the banks, BART primarily launched 
by SwedBank and SEQR are the major substitutes for WyWallet.  

Challenges 
4T-WyWallet is a joint venture company established to handle the mPayments business platform of 
the four major MNOs in Sweden. The four dominant operators who compete with one another in 
other areas related to the telecom market have an agreement to cooperate only in mPayments field. In 
this scenario where there is cooperation in one field while competing in other areas there were some 
challenges in establishing such a joint venture. 

Each MNO has a different SMS payment structure in Sweden. The key challenge for 4T-WyWallet 
was to integrate all four MNOs into a common platform. Though Telenor, Tele2, Three accepted the 
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common SMS platform Telia was not interested in the SMS payment structure alone. Finally 4T-
WyWallet had to convince Telia and its consumers to join the common SMS platform. 

While WyWallet had to overcome internal challenges in forming a joint venture among MNOs there 
are a few challenges that still needs to addressed on the consumer and merchant side as well: 

 Need to collaborate with more merchants and create more PoS terminals where WyWallet 
payments would be accepted 

 Need for effective advertisement on the consumer side to popularize the new trend of 
payments.  

3.2 Banks Driven Mobile Wallet 
Banks driven mPayments though have just gained momentum with their services being successfully 
piloted, have the potential to cover the entire consumer-merchant business landscape. The mPayment 
products banks offer that would be investigated in this research is BART. Similar to MNOs banks 
have the tendency to collaborate with other banks in order to provide mPayment services to their 
customers. Below we would analyze separate use cases of banks launched mWallet products and 
match them with operator driven mWallets. 

3.2.1 BART 
BART is a mPayment service launched by Swedbank to enable Swedbank customers pay with 
mobile phones while shopping at stores. BART works with both iPhone and Android. BART is 
linked with the individual users debit card and generates a QRC on the phone on payment at the 
store. The QRC that is generated is then scanned at the PoS at the merchant, converted into an 
encrypted code which is validated against the customer’s bank card account number and a response 
occurs if the transaction is successful (Swedbank AB, 2012). 

 

Figure 12 Schematic representation of BART Ecosystem   Source: Own Illustration 
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The major services BART offers is in store merchant PoS. Given below is schematic representation 
of BART. 

 

Figure 13 Schematic representation of BART 

Source: Own Illustration 

Comparison Based Factors 
BART payment method below will be analyzed based on the 5 major factors described above in 
section 1.4. The information compiled below is the views of Mr. Oskar Karlsson Product Chief 
Manager BART Swedbank. 

1. Purpose 
The following points cited below were the major purpose that led to the launch of BART mPayment 
by Swedbank as a separate mWallet product  

 Retain Market Leadership – One of the key business areas and source of revenue for banks is 
by connecting the consumer to the merchant in the end to end value chain, acting as a part of 
a payment processor. The MNOs, through the TSM have started providing a substitute to the 
traditional payment value chain. In order to retain market share banks have come up with 
their version of mPayments through BART (Siegel, et al., July 2011). 
 

 
Figure 14 MNO Substituting the traditional payment value chain       Source: (Siegel, et al., July 2011) 

 Security Complexities - The growing security issues related to security of card numbers in 
credit-debit cards and pressure from different regulating authorities led to unsolicited 
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complexities to both the merchants as well as the card issuing companies. Thus to simplify 
the procedure of card payment a new innovative strategy like BART was deployed where a 
consumer could use the mobile phone to pay his dues. This was one of the major drivers and 
purpose behind the launch of BART as a new mPayment service. 
 

 Environmental Concern– Another major driver to the launch of BART can be attributed to 
the concern for the environment in achieving reduced cash levels in the society.  
 

2. Demand 
BART uses OTT as a security platform to transmit the QRC which has proved to be a secure mobile 
technology in the past. Thus Merchants at the PoS at the stores perceive the OTT technology to be 
reliable and have welcomed the new innovation. BART helps the merchants to replace the Peripheral 
Component Interconnect (PCI) card board with QRC technology thus providing a hassle free paying 
experience for the consumers. So we could sum up that the demand for BART from the merchant 
perspective is encouraging. The demand from the consumer side still needs to be addressed as the 
adoption rate is gradual. 

3. Networks 
BART is Swedbank’s own product to provide mPayment services to Swedbank consumers. As 
BART is still in its pilot phase its service is restricted only to Swedbank consumers. The future 
roadmap for BART is to extend the mPayment service to all the banked consumers within Sweden. 
Swedbank plans to achieve this by integrating BART with an already existing collaborative project 
between six different banks within Sweden known as SWISH. SWISH is a mPayment service 
offering person to person (P2P) money transfer offered by collaboration between Swedbank, 
Handelsbanken, Nordea, Danske Bank and Länsförsäkringar.   

 

Figure 15 Future road map of BART – Consumer independent on boarding    

Source: (Karlsson, 2012) 

The reason behind Swedbank having two different payment service platforms, BART and SWISH at 
present is because both products are in their infancy and is a high risk to merge them now as the 
tendency for both to fail is high. Thus both products are being kept apart as two different projects at 
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present. However the long term vision is to create a single payment service which would include 
both services. Swedbank is also open to collaborate with other MNOs if there is an apt business 
model which would fit the purpose. 

BART aims to create value to the customer by engaging in the customer’s daily payment behavior 
rather than the steady payments that are done at the end of every month. 

 

Figure 16 BART’s target customer payment segments     

 Source: (Karlsson, 2012) 

4. Market Position 
A number of mPayment options are emerging in the market at present. BART was launched as a 
pilot product in May 2012 by Swedbank as an individually developed product in mPayment services. 
BART was piloted in few retail shops across Stockholm. As far as market position is concerned 
Swedbank is still in the pilot phase of mWallets while other drivers of mWallet like MNO driven 
WyWallet, Google driven Google Wallet, MasterCard driven Paypass wallet and Seamless SEQR 
have commercially launched their service. Though, Banks are lagging behind at this initial juncture 
banks driven payment services like BART have a clearer and complete business landscape in 
mPayment services on a longer run. For a payment service to thrive in a society it requires the driver 
of that payment service to have a complete business landscape. A complete business landscape is 
associated with the driver having a good business relation with both the consumer and merchant.  

MNO driven mWallets have intricate relation with consumer as they have an excellent background in 
communication which helps them cover the entire consumer base effectively. The challenge that lies 
with MNOs is developing their business relations with merchants.  On the contrary, competitors like 
Seamless SEQR advantage is their good business relation with merchants but still have to extend 
their strategy to attract the consumer base. Banks have a tremendous advantage in this business area 
where they have good business relations with both the merchants as well as the consumers. If banks 
cooperate with each other then it would cover the entire consumer and merchant base. 

5. Substitutes 
As Bart is a relatively late entrant into the market there exist a few substitute mPayment services 
which offer similar services like BART. Google driven wallet offers pay in store mPayment services 
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using NFC technology. Seamless SEQR offers pay in store option using QRC similar to BART. 
WyWallet’s present roadmap features NFC technology inclusion to provide mobile store shopping to 
its consumers. These are the major substitutes that exist for BART at present.    

Challenges 
There are a number of challenges that need to be addressed as far as BART and other banks driven 
mPayment solutions are concerned. Listed below are the major challenges present in BART: 

 Need to reduce the time taken for a product to reach the market 
 Need to look into the consumer experience 
 Need for a Business Model that would satisfy both merchants and consumers 
 Need for a Business Model for Banks and MNOs to cooperate. 

3.3 Internet Companies Driven Mobile Wallet 
The third major driver of mPayments at present is web based mWallets. Google wallet launched in 
September 2011 is a prime example for a web driven mWallets. Google’s mPayment solutions 
motive was to enable the customer to purchase and perform payments through mobile phones in the 
shop as well as make online payments. This provided added value to the customer’s shopping 
behavior by replacing the plastic cards. Cash, receipt and providing phone based offer coupons and 
loyalty cards.  

3.3.1 Google Wallet 
Google wallet was launched in partnership with Banks, Merchants, Mobile operators, Point of Sale 
and Semiconductors. Google Wallet is the only driver among the three which possesses a 
heterogeneous mixture of different actors in its business operations at present. Given below is a 
schematic representation of Google wallet business ecosystem. 

 

 

                             Figure 16 - Schematic business ecosystem of Google Wallet 
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Google Wallet launched by Google which plays the role of the dominant actor within the Google 
wallet ecosystem, acts as both the administrator of the application as well as the provider of the 
Android Operating System. The mPayment service partners are: 

 MasterCard – Payment network processor 
 Citibank -  Issuing Bank 
 First Data - Merchants providing the TSM   
 Sprint – Mobile Network Operator 
 Verifone, Vivotech, Hypercom, Ingenico – Handle the NFC – POS related merchant 

processing issues 
 NXP – NFC technology provider  

 
Google wallet ‘tap and pay’ payment process works with NFC enabled Android devices with a 
secure chip running on Android operating system. Users can ‘tap-and-pay’ by keying in a secret pin 
at MasterCard PayPass locations. Google wallet at present is compatible only with a few Android 
handsets like Samsung, LG and HTC. The system works by linking the customer’s bank credit/debit 
card to the Google wallet account. Once the account is linked and activated purchases can be made 
by tapping the phone against the payment receiver present at the store. This technology uses NFC to 
securely transmit the data to and from the mobile phone to the payment receiver at the PoS in the 
store. 

Google further provides the option of account recharge through prepaid cards which are linked with 
the bank account. The user can load his Google Wallet account using a debit card through this 
payment channel (CAMP, 2011). 

Comparison Based Factors 
Google Wallet payment method below will be analyzed based on the 5 major factors described above 
in section 1.4.  

1. Purpose  
The following points cited below were the major purpose that led to the launch of Google Wallet 
mPayment by Google as a separate mWallet product:  

 Mobile Payment Platform – Google’s motive in entering the mPayments industry was to 
try and develop a standard mPayment platform which would have a global reach among 
consumers. As Google is an Internet based company, compared to Bank and MNO driven 
wallets, its product would have a global reach among consumers (V2M, October 2011). 

 

 Constant Revenue Streams - Using mobile phones as ‘wallets’ to make purchases at 
stores, without using the traditional wallets appears to be the way forward according to 
Google. Google further claims that ‘mWallet’ would be the next big shift in the 
mPayments industry and would provide steady revenue streams through constant payment 
transactions (Boland, February 2011).  

 

 Expanding Business Dimensions – Google by entering mPayment industry has created 
value added business partnerships among other actors partnering with Google, in creating 
a mWallet platform. For example Google by partnering with MasterCard and Verifone 
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generate revenue for them similar to the traditional card world. Merchants pay a 
commission to the card issuer while payment transaction network provider Verifone, 
charges a commission fee for facilitating the transaction. Google thus benefits by 
strengthening its core business, which is Internet search service by adding another 
business dimension and in turn indirectly provides financial revenues to its partnering 
companies as well. This new entry has created the opportunity for Google to add an extra 
dimension to its own company’s core business which is Internet search services (V2M, 
October 2011). 
 

 
 Closed Loop Transactions – Google’s intention in creating closed loop mPayment eco-

systems led to the base of its payment architecture. Google Wallet architecture is based 
on Google being the centerpiece amongst other actors in the ecosystem and its strategy is 
to direct online traffic to stores by integrating a convenient payment device, loyalty cards 
and store coupons as a single entity. Associating store coupons at the store, PoS allow 
Google to enhance its revenue per transaction.  Further Google also gains access to a 
cache of offline transactions as well which would enable it to analyze patterns and trends 
in e-Marketing (iProspect, 2011).  

 
 

 

Figure 17 Closed Loop transaction of Google wallet ecosystem  

Source: (iProspect, 2011) 

2. Demand 
Google’s wallet service operates primarily based on NFC technology and at present restricted to 
American shores. Though the demand prediction for NFC enabled mobile phones are on the increase 
with estimates suggesting that 53% of the mobile phones would be NFC enabled devices by 2015, 
the demand for Google wallet presently does not reflect this trend. The dormant demand for such a 
novel payment solution could be attributed to the fact, NFC enabled mPayment solutions require a 
broad eco-system to be grossly successful (Reardon, 2012).  

At present Google Wallet services are restricted to consumers with a single specific carrier and only 
a few mobile handsets provide NFC services. In addition to this narrow service landscape Google 
Wallet accounts are linked only with a particular bank and works only with a specific credit/debit 
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card, which further reduces its horizons in terms of user serviceability which in turn reduces 
consumer demand. Due to low consumer demand merchants’ willingness to deploy PoS terminals is 
also less due to the slow adoption rate in the consumer segment (Google Inc, 2013).  

3. Networks 
In Google’s attempt to create an open commerce eco-system Google partners with a heterogeneous 
mix of actors in the mPayments business arena. Citibank has partnered with Google and would be 
the lead bank in Google Wallet. Citibank hopes to be the leaders in providing digital banking 
solutions by associating themselves with Google. Citibank in associating with Google looks to add 
value to the customer’s daily payment behavior.  

MasterCard with its PayPass technology aims to cooperate with Google Wallet in order to function 
as the key enabler of payment processors between the merchant and their banks. This would help 
Google Wallet being accepted in a number of merchant PoS around America, providing an added 
value to MasterCard in terms of wider customer base and revenues.  

Google also partnering with four PoS companies as mentioned in section (3.3.1 Google Wallet). 
Google hopes to create a generation PoS where customers would be able to redeem their gift and 
loyalty coupons associated with their debit/credit card with a single touch of their mobile phone. 

Sprint and its associate virtual network operator Virgin Mobile would provide the services of Google 
Wallet to its end users. Sprint has committed to provide the most advanced wireless technologies 
both in voice and data in order for its end users to utilize Google Wallet services. Sprint would 
deploy these services in its Nexus and many of its upcoming Android phones. This would help both 
actors in developing their customer base and increasing revenues (Citigroup Inc. (NYSE: C), 2011).  

First Data acts as the TSM for Google Wallet. First Data’s core activity involves securely 
distributing, provisioning, and managing the contactless payment information for consumers on 
behalf of Google and card issuers. The First Data TSM is also responsible for managing the SE 
inside of the Nexus S (FirstData, 2012).  

4. Market Position 
Despite the various challenges present in the roadmap for Google mPayment platform Google wallet, 
Google’s aim in acquiring market leadership in the field of mPayments seem well positioned. This is 
due to the fact that Google strategy benefits merchants, credit-card companies, and consumers at the 
same time. Further Google vision to invest in a reliable technology like NFC, trying to create a 
closed loop payment ecosystem proves the belief Google has in emerging as the market leaders in 
mPayment solutions. Though the roadmap for Google could be a one for long term with respect to 
mPayments, there is an enormous potential with respect to their role as a leader in mPayments in the 
market (iProspect, 2011).  

5. Substitutes  
Though there are a number of actors in the mPayment field providing mPayment solutions and more 
actors are emerging at present, there exist a number of choices for the end user to adapt.  As Google 
Wallet services are available for consumers within America the substitutes that exist for Google 
Wallet inside America are ISIS mWallet, Visa launched mWallet and MasterCard’s separate 
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endeavor into mPayments which is PayPass wallet. These are the major substitutes that exist to 
Google Wallet at present. 

Challenges 
There exist a number of obstacles in order for Google to succeed in its entry into mPayments which 
are listed below: 

 Restricted Business Landscape – At present Google Wallet is available for only a minor 
population of American consumers who have a select list of parameters that Google payment 
platform supports. In order for Google to expand its service, Google will have to partner with 
more actors like MNOs, banks, credit card companies and NFC enabled phone vendors to 
make them a part of the Google Wallet ecosystem (Reisinger, 2011).    

 Security – As Google, a primarily internet based company entering mPayments the major 
concern for the end user is security related to NFC. Google needs to earn the trust of the 
consumer regarding their payment transactions using NFC in order to be successful in the 
new endeavor (Reisinger, 2011). 
 

 Privacy – As Google is known for analyzing data trends and patterns to improve their search 
engines, in the case of handling mPayments a lot of sensitive information relating to Bank 
account passcodes and pin numbers are involved. Google again needs to convince consumers 
about their integrated privacy (Reisinger, 2011). 

 Consumer Knowledge - Google finally needs to earn the TRUST of the consumer in order to 
be successful in the mPayments arena. Google is a new entrant in this field compared to its 
competitors like Banks and MNOs. Thus Google will have to earn the trust of consumers in 
order to emerge as an SMP in the field (Reisinger, 2011).  
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CHAPTER 4 – ARA MODELLED ANALYSIS OF MOBILE WALLET 
CONCEPTS 

 

In this chapter we will analyze each mWallet driver using the Actors Resources Activity (ARA) 
model proposed by Jan Markendahl in various reports such as “Mobile Network Operators and Co-
operation”, “Analysis of roles and position of mobile network operators in mobile payment 
infrastructure” and “Can mobile eco-systems for technical innovations be standardized? – The case 
of mobile wallets and contactless communication” which uncovered the different actors in the entire 
mPayment ecosystem, and the cooperation between them (Markendahl, et al., 2011), (Markendahl, 
2011). (Markendahl & Andersson, 2011). The ARA model gives a complete overview about 
different actors, their interaction with one another and the entire ecosystem. The ARA modeled 
diagrams sketched in (Figure 19 ARA model for MNO driven mWallet),(Figure 20 ARA model for 
Bank driven mWallet), (Figure 21 ARA model for Web driven mWallet) represent the MNOs, Banks, 
Internet companies driven mWallet ecosystems.  Data collected from interviews also played a major 
role in charting out the respective diagrams. The ARA modeled diagrams give great insights into 
different roles different actors play within their mWallet ecosystem. Using the ARA model would 
enable the analysis of relations between different actors and to identify patterns or types of 
cooperation. Further comparing them with the CCA model to analyze their similarities and 
differences helps the author answering a subsection of the initial research question (RQ1).  

             .  

Figure 18 Common mWallet service offered by MNOs, Banks and Internet drivers 

Considering the three different mWallet drivers, it was noted that the common service all three major 
drivers provided was the in store – PoS at the merchant. Thus the ARA research methodology was 
applied to the in store- PoS service provided by all the use cases analyzed in this research to study 
the roles, activities and business cooperation among various actors involved in providing the 
mWallet service.  

4.1 Analysis of MNO Driven Mobile Wallet 
Applying the ARA model to MNO driven mWallet resulted in the diagram given below (Figure 19). 
From this diagram it is evident that the major components present in a MNO driven mWallet are 
MNO, Consumer and Merchant. The diagram clearly represents how the value chain connects the 
MNOs with merchant through the consumer. 
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The diagram can be analyzed in two parts. The first section is the cooperation of MNOs with the 
consumer also referred to as the “Consumers Perspective” and the second part is the relation of the 
consumer with the merchant through the consumer’s mWallet also referred to as “Merchant 
Perspective”.  At present there is no cooperation between MNOs and banks when it comes to a MNO 
launched mWallet. The operators have partnerships with PSP’s who provide the interface between 
the consumer and the consumer bank. For e.g. a consumer of WyWallet is eligible to be completely 
bank independent. This is due to the fact that WyWallet partners with PayEx who act as the PSP. 
Any transaction between the WyWallet consumer and the consumer’s bank happens though PayEx. 
This is denoted as “Incoming Payments”. Revenue for the operators occurs after the consumer loads 
the mWallet account with funds. The consumer is charged a certain amount for every transaction that 
occurs from the mWallet account in the mobile device.    

Similarly any transaction that occurs between the mWallet account of the consumer and the merchant 
PoS also involves the PSP. This is denoted as “Outgoing Payments”. Once the transaction is made at 
the merchant PoS then it is the responsibility of the PNP like Visa/MasterCard to transfer the money 
to the merchant’s bank. 

Applying the ARA model to the MNO driven mWallet clearly exposes the correlations between the 
various major actors present. The diagram clearly explains the close relationship MNOs have with 
consumers. On the contrary the diagram also explains the gap that exists between MNOs and 
merchants. The consumers at present seem to connect the MNOs and merchants. In order for MNOs 
to increase their market presence, more merchant PoS terminals will have to be installed to fasten the 
growth of mPayments. Further if a business model is formulated for MNOs and banks to cooperate it 
would further enhance the mPayments business landscape for both the MNOs as well as the banks. 

Investigating the MNO driven mWallet concept with the ARA model we can sum up by stating that 
the major roadblocks MNOs need to address is 

 Need to set up more in-store merchant PoS terminals for mPayments to be more universally 
accepted.  

 Need for a business model to cooperate with banks to increase the mPayment consumer base 
and business landscape 

 Need to promote mWallet concept effectively through advertisements on the consumer side 
to further increase adoption rate.  

 

Figure 19 ARA model for MNOs driven mWallet 
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4.2 Analysis of Banks Driven Mobile Wallet 
Applying the ARA model to bank driven mWallet resulted in the diagram given below (Figure 20). 
Though there are many actors engaging in the operations of a mWallet service driven by a bank, the 
major components present in banks driven mWallet are banks, Consumer and Merchant. The 
diagram clearly represents how the value chain connects the banks with merchant and the consumer. 

Similar to the ARA model for MNO driven mWallet, here also the diagram can be split into two 
parts. The first section analyzes the cooperation between banks and the consumer. The second 
section describes the already existing payment network infrastructure between merchants and banks. 
Investigating the first section of the diagram (Figure 20), the major difference that exists between 
MNOs and banks driven mWallet service is the fewer number of actors engaging in providing the 
service. Unlike the MNOs driven mWallet, banks driven mWallet involves no mDevice account 
requiring fund transfers. Instead a new actor is involved called the “Bank Card Issuer” which links 
the mWallet account on the mDevice to the consumer’s bank account. The similarity that exists with 
MNO driven mWallet is the total non-cooperation between the banks and MNO. In the banks driven 
mWallet service landscape, MNOs are restricted to only providing mobile data interconnectivity to 
the consumer mDevice.  

The second half represents the value chain network between the banks and merchant. The PoS 
terminal where the mWallet interacts with the contactless reader, a new actor called the “mWallet 
service Issuer/Acquirer” verifies the transaction against the consumer’s bank account. If the 
transaction was successful the merchant receives the payment receipt. This process is very similar to 
the actual credit/debit card transaction except for the fact that the mWallet service substitutes the 
magnetic strip of the bank card. After the transaction, the already existing payment network 
infrastructure between the merchant and the merchant’s bank handles the fund transfer to the 
merchant’s bank account. The major differences that exist from the MNO driven mWallet service is 
that instead of a PSP handling the in-store PoS terminal transaction, the transaction is verified against 
the consumers bank account by the “mWallet service Issuer/Acquirer”. 

The major advantage banks have over MNO driven mWallet is that unlike MNOs, banks have a good 
cooperation on both the consumer as well as the merchant side. This results in the extended business 
landscape and consumer base banks possess over MNO driven mWallet. The other advantage that 
banks driven mWallet carry over MNOs is that, the mWallet service requires no loading of funds 
into the mWallet account of the consumer. The mWallet substitutes the magnetic strip of the 
credit/debit card which is linked to the consumer’s bank account. 

Investigating the banks driven mWallet concept with the ARA model we can sum up by stating that 
the major challenges banks need to address are: 

 Need to compete with MNOs in adapting to the fast developments that occur in the telecom 
sector. 

 Need to fasten the time taken for a mWallet service to reach the market. 
 Need for a business model to cooperate with MNOs to further expand the mPayment 

consumer base and business landscape. 
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Figure 20 ARA model for Bank driven mWallet 

4.3 Analysis of Internet Driven Mobile Wallet 
The entry of Internet based companies into the mPayments arena adds a totally new dimension to 
their key business area which is web services. Having stated this, it requires comparatively more 
investment to build an mPayment ecosystem when compared to banks and MNOs, who just need to 
collaborate with actors in order to provide mWallet service. The reason behind Internet based 
company’s requirement to create an mPayment ecosystem rather than collaborating with other actors 
to launch the mWallet service can be attributed to the following reasons: 

 Entry into a new business space with no relative experience when compared to 
competitors like banks and MNOs.  

 Need to develop business relationships on both the consumer and merchant segments.  
 Need to collaborate with banks, financial institutions and MNOs in order to deploy the 

mWallet service.  
 Need to create a revenue sharing model to satisfy all the collaborators in the ecosystem. 

(Strategy Analytics Insight, 2012) 
 

In spite of these initial drawbacks, the key advantage Internet based companies carry over banks and 
MNOs is their global scope in comparison to banks and MNOs who have a local presence.  

Applying the ARA model to Web driven mWallet resulted in the diagram given below (Figure 21). 
Though there are many actors engaging in the operations of a mWallet service driven by a Web 
driver, the major components present in a Internet driven mWallet are banks, MNOs, Consumer and 
Merchant. The diagram clearly represents how the value chain connects the Web based companies to 
the consumer through banks and MNOs and eventually the consumer to the merchant though the 
mWallet. 

The figure below represents the value network of web driven mWallets. The diagram can be 
investigated as a single network proposition connecting the Internet driver to the merchants. The 
mWallet launched by Internet company needs to collaborate with both the MNOs and the banks in 
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order to deploy the service on the consumer mDevice. The drivers have further brought on board 
PNP to provide the interface between the consumer and bank. When the consumer loads money from 
his credit/debit card into his mWallet account, is denoted as “Incoming Payments”. Similarly funds 
that flow out from the mWallet account at the merchant PoS terminal is denoted as “Outgoing 
Payments”. For e.g Google have partnered with Citibank and MasterCard to allow the consumer 
handle funds in-out of the mDevice. Further collaboration is also established with handset 
manufacturers to support the carrier and mobile NFC technology.  Google have also collaborated 
with Sprint and NXP to support the NFC technology on the phone.  

Given the fact that Internet driven mWallet need to collaborate with banks and MNOs to provide 
mWallet service, they still need to partner with merchants as well in order to accept the new payment 
method.  For e.g Google partners with First Data which utilizes specific PoS technology in order to 
accept NFC based payments. The payment transaction is ensured by the MasterCard-Paypass 
network which acts as the PNP. Using the ARA model to chart out the roles of different actors in the 
Internet driven mWallet method, we can clearly observe that web based companies numerous 
collaborations with different actors to ensure a complete payment transaction from the consumer’s 
bank account to the merchant’s bank account. These actor collaborations involved to complete the 
entire payment network is referred to as the “Ecosystem” 

The web company’s enabled new payment system is a very effective and fast method of payment 
adding value to consumers while shopping. From the ARA analysis of Internet driven mWallets we 
can determine the major challenges associated with this type of mWallet payment: 

 Need to collaborate with major actors like banks, MNOs and other financial 
institutions. 

 Need to propagate and advertise the new payment method on both the consumer and 
merchant side segments. 

 Restricted business landscape – Due to practical feasibility, collaboration only with few 
actors would be initially possible. This would result in select consumers receiving the 
mWallet service and fewer merchant PoS accepting the new payment method. This 
anomaly would eventually lead to a slow adoption rate of the mWallet service. 
 

 

 

Figure 21 ARA model for Web driven mWallet 
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Based on the ARA analysis made above mWallet concepts driven be MNOs, Banks and Internet 
companies can be compared against each other based on the following factors to correlate similarities 
and differences: 

 Relationships 
 Infrastructure 

4.4 MNOs VS BANKs 
 In the business landscape of mWallets it is true that both MNOs and banks has a more or less 
level competing field. In the field of “mPayments”, if “m” belongs to the MNOs then “Payments” 
belong to the banks.  Comparing a MNO driven mWallet and banks driven mWallet would prove 
very interesting and highlight the similarities and differences that exist behind them 

4.4.1 Relationships 
From the ARA model applied to MNO it is evident that through the ownership of mobile networks, 
communication services and accessibility through SIM cards to the consumer’s mDevice, MNOs 
have a strong consumer end relationship. However MNOs limited experience on the payment side 
compared to banks has resulted in diminished accessibility to interact with merchants and financial 
institutions directly. On the contrary as seen in (Figure 20) banks have existing payment 
infrastructure and services to connect with the merchants and the merchants banks. Similarly banks 
have well established business relationships with consumers over the years and have earned the trust 
to maintain personal financial information. To sum up banks have both sides of the value network 
covered. 

The drawback banks face in playing lead roles in mPayments is their lack of fast adaptability to 
developments in the mobile sector. Banks also need to increase their pace to fasten products “time to 
market”.  Despite not being their niche area, banks need to chart out a scheme to keep pace with the 
technical innovation occurring on the mobile services arena.  

4.4.2 Infrastructure  
From the analysis drawn above, the two different approaches of MNOs and  banks towards mWallet 
application – merchant PoS was noted. While MNOs prefer the usage of “PSP’s” to transfer money 
in and out of the consumer’s mDevice to the consumer’s bank and merchant PoS, banks aim to 
replace the normal credit/debit cards. banks achieve their objective by employing a new actor called   
“mWallet Issuer Acquirer”. The role of the Issuer Acquirer is to verify the mWallet transaction at the 
merchant PoS against the consumer’s bank account. Thus in essence a bank driven mWallet is a 
substitute to a card transaction where the magnetic strip of the card is replaced by the mWallet 
application. The factor that relates to both MNOs and banks is their local presence.  
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4.4.3 Table MNOs vs. Banks 
 

FACTOR  MNOs BANKs 

RELATIONSHIP Consumer Segment Well Established Well Established 

 Merchant Segment 
Need to Strengthen ties 
with merchants, to be 
more widely accepted 

Well Established 

 Technology 

Well Adaptable to 
technical innovations in 
the telecom sector. Need 

to adapt to innovations on 
the banking and payment 

sector 

Need to fasten the 
adaptability rate to the 

technical developments on 
the telecom sector 

INFRASTRUCTURE Payment Methodology 

Fund transfer in and out of 
mWallet account through 

“Payment  Service 
Providers” 

Fund transfer is directly 
linked to the consumer’s 

bank account and the 
mWallet acts as a 

substitute for the bank 
issued cards. 

 Presence Local Local 

Table 3 ARA model based comparison between MNO and Bank 

4.5 BANKS VS INTERNET COMPANIES  
From the discussion above it is evident that the key strengths of banks driven mWallets are their 
strong business relationships with both the consumer and the merchant segment. While the 
drawbacks banks face are their slow nature of adaptability to technical innovations in the mobile 
sector. Considering the factors and comparing it against Internet driven mWallet we can observe the 
following   

4.5.1 Relationships 
In contrast to a banks driven mWallet, an Internet driven mWallet is totally different. While banks 
have established relationships on both the consumer and merchant segments in terms of payments, 
web based companies are completely new entrant to the mPayment market. In order to create an 
mPayment ecosystem, Internet companies need to collaborate with a number of major actors like 
MNO, banks, financial institutions merchants and so on which is observed from (Figure 21). They 
further need to promote their product to consumers, who might be circumspect about allowing naïve 
actors handling their private financial data. Thus Internet companies will need to heavily rely on 
“Aggressive Marketing” and “Early Adopters” to endorse their mPayment product initially.  

4.5.2 Infrastructure 
Comparing the infrastructure of the two drivers gives a very similar tone as in their relationships. 
Banks launched mWallet objective is to substitute the cards magnetic strip with mDevice. Internet 
driven mWallet collaborates with financial institutions to load funds in and out of the mWallet 
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application through a PNP. The biggest advantage Internet companies have is their global presence 
in comparison to banks.   

 

4.5.3 Table Banks vs. Internet Companies 

FACTOR  BANKs 
INTERNET 

COMPANIES 

RELATIONSHIP Consumer Segment Well Established 
Need to convince 

consumers to accept the 
new mPayment platform 

 Merchant Segment Well Established 
Need to Strengthen ties 

with merchants, to be more 
widely accepted 

 Technology 

Need to fasten the 
adaptability rate to the 

technical developments on 
the telecom sector 

Need to keep pace with 
both telecom and banking 

segment developments 

INFRASTRUCTURE Payment Methodology 

Fund transfer is directly 
linked to the consumer’s 

bank account and the 
mWallet acts as a 

substitute for the bank 
issued cards. 

Fund transfer in and out of 
mWallet account through 

“Payment  Network 
Providers” 

 Presence Local Global 

Table 4 ARA model based comparison between Banks and Internet Companies 

4.6 MNOs VS INTERNET COMPANIES 
Analysis using the ARA model revealed some similarities and a few differences between the MNO 
and Internet driven mWallet concepts. While the similarities related to the functioning of the 
mWallet application in the payment methodology, the differences were seen in other areas. 

4.6.1 Relationships 
From the discussions above, it is evident that MNOs have an effective business relationship with 
consumers while they still need to address the merchant side segment to install more PoS terminals 
and keep pace with the technical innovations on the banking sector. Internet companies had to create 
an ecosystem for their mPayment platform to thrive and compete with MNOs and banks. The 
similarity observed between the two drivers was the need for both to promote consumer trust in their 
mWallet  

4.6.2 Infrastructure 
Comparing the infrastructure of the two different mWallet concepts, similarities were drawn from the 
payment methodology. While both drivers adapted to mWallet applications that loaded funds on and 
off the account. MNOs cooperated with PSPs to transfer funds in and out of the mWallet accounts, 
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while Internet based drivers collaborated with PNPs to load funds to the mWallet account. In 
contrast to their payment methodology MNOs were seen to have a local presence while Internet 
driver had a global presence. This proved to be the biggest advantage Internet driven mWallet had 
when compared MNOs and banks. A detailed comparison table is given below based on the 
following discussion. 

4.6.3 Table MNOs vs. Banks vs. Internet Companies 
 

DRIVERS 

FACTOR  MNOs BANKs 
INTERNET 

COMPANIES 

RELATIONSHIP Consumer 
Segment 

Well Established, 
Need more 

experience in the 
payment arena to 

earn consumer  
TRUST 

Well Established 

Need to convince 
consumers to accept 
the new mPayment 

platform 

 Merchant 
Segment 

Need to Strengthen 
ties with merchants, 
to be more widely 

accepted PoS 
terminals 

Well Established 

Need to Strengthen 
ties with merchants, 
to be more widely 

accepted 

 Technology 

Need to fasten the 
adaptability rate to 
the mobile payment 

and  banking 
developments on 

the payment sector 

Need to fasten the 
adaptability rate to 

the technical 
developments on 
the telecom sector 

Need to keep pace 
with both telecom 

and banking segment 
developments 

INFRASTRUCTURE Payment 
Methodology 

Fund transfer in and 
out of mWallet 
account through 

“Payment  Service 
Providers” 

Fund transfer is 
directly linked to 
the consumer’s 

bank account and 
the mWallet acts as 
a substitute for the 
bank issued cards. 

Fund transfer in and 
out of mWallet 
account through 

“Payment  Network 
Providers” 

 Presence Local Local Global 

Table 5 ARA model based comparison between MNO, Bank, Internet driven mWallet concepts  
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CHAPTER 5 – CCA MODELLED COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF 
MOBILE WALLET CONCEPTS 

In this chapter, the factors used to analyze the different use cases under each mWallet driver in 
“Chapter 3” have been compared against each other based on the CCA model. CCA is also referred 
to as a descriptive research as it describes conditions that have already occurred. Through CCA, a 
determination of cause and reason for pre-existing differences are identified among entities being 
compared. The research starts with the cause and the effect is determined on the entities. In this 
research analysis the “Comparative Factors” are treated as the cause, and the effect will reflect the 
end results. The CCA model is predominantly used by researchers when there is no experimental 
data available. In this investigation the “Comparative Factors” applied to each of the use cases in 
“Chapter 3” would be compared against each other to find correlations and dissimilarities that exists 
among them. Each of the factors would be applied to the three drivers to draw final conclusions. 
These comparisons along with conclusions drawn from (Chapter 4) would enable the author to 
answer the remaining subsection research question (RQ1). 

5.1 Purpose 
MNOs attribute their JV foray into entering mPayments to factors such as “Brand Perception 
Erosion” and “Increased EU regulation” but their prior goal is perceived to be their business plan to 
target higher revenue growth and emerge as market leaders in mPayments. This can be related to the 
fact that MNOs are experiencing a trough in their core service which is voice due to the enormous 
growth of smartphones and data services associated with it (Monica Paolini, 2012). Providing 
mWallet solutions to consumers is also included within data services. Thus MNOs are trying to 
maximize this opportunity to cash in and compensate for the slowdown in their backbone business 
model.  

Comparing the reason behind entry of banks with MNOs into the mPayments sector, a vast 
difference is observed (Figure 22). MNOs are keen on riding on the innovations and increase of data 
services to further provide mWallet services to consumers. Banks on the other hand have a totally 
different agenda to enter the mPayment market. Payments form the niche business area of banks. 
Ever since MNOs have entered the payment market by providing mPayment services, it has created 
an alternative solution for consumers to make payments through their mDevice. Consumers growing 
ease and trust with handling payments through the mDevice has prompted banks to foray into the 
mPayments market to retain market leadership in the payment value chain (Siegel, et al., July 2011). 
Banks predominantly resort to single ventures and in some instances have collaborated with other 
banks to launch mWallet solutions. The reason behind different strategies is owed to the fact that an 
apt business model for collaboration among banks is yet to standardize. In comparison to MNOs, 
banks concern is more towards safeguarding the misuse of bank cards and creating an environment 
that thrives in a cashless society. 

In context to mPayments, it appears that MNOs and banks act as a part of an ecosystem. They could 
either collaborate and expand their market share or compete and share the market. In the case of 
Internet drivers, there motive to enter mPayments appears to be able to create a new mPayment 
platform and whole new ecosystem. Entering the mPayment platform further expands their business 
landscape which in turn strengthens their niche business area through advertisements. From the data 
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collected it is apparent that, Internet drivers venture into mPayments arena is to create closed loop 
transaction which would directly create a positive impact on their core business activity. As an 
Internet based company, Internet driven mWallet providers would have complete access to the 
payment behavior of their consumers. Through data mining, individual consumer customized 
advertisements and internet search results could be provided. 

Despite the various differences discussed under the reason behind different drivers providing 
mWallet solutions, the one common factor that exists among all three drivers is a need for equal 
share in the mPayment market. An equal share in the mPayment market would automatically result 
in sustainable revenue and growth. 

 

Figure 22 Analysis of PURPOSE behind MNO, Banks, Internet Companies driven mWallet 

5.2 Demand 
The demand for a mWallet solution can be analyzed from two different perspectives:  

 Provider Necessity  
 Consumer Expectation 

5.2.1 Provider Necessity 
Investigating the data collected in (CHAPTER 3 – MOBILE WALLET USE CASES) using the CCA 
model, it was clear that each driver of a mWallet concept had driver specific demands in order to 
provide the mWallet service. The MNOs initially provided individual value added mobile services 
like SMS based purchases and online top up schemes for consumers. These services failed to succeed 
in terms of modularity and profitability for the service provider. The major reasons attributed to the 
failure of the services were owed to the fragmented payment schemes. Further MNOs launching 
individual payment schemes had to bear a significant capital cost and the returns on the service were 
not as estimated. Thus the market pressure compelling to expand business horizons to sustain 
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revenue growth pushed MNOs to enter the mPayment market as a JV. Providing a JV mWallet 
solution reduced capital costs and also provided a single payment solution to consumers of all 
carriers. 

In comparison to MNOs demand to enter the mPayment sector with JV collaborations, banks have 
demands to foray into the mPayment sector as well. The critical issue that triggered the banks to 
enter the mPayment arena is the security concerns related to the PCI board at the merchant PoS 
terminal and threats concerned with misuse of bank cards. Providing mWallet solutions have further 
kept banks on top of the payment value chain and ensure their market position. Further banks also 
perceive the new trend has created an easier, faster and secure method of payment for the consumers.  

Analyzing the demand factors behind Internet drivers entering the mPayment market gives a new 
dimension to the whole comparison. While MNOs attributed their reasons to failure of fragmented 
payment schemes and banks perceived the misuse of bank cards as major factors, Internet driver’s 
entry into mPayments is to create “Payment Context” to the consumers (Abraham, 2012). Internet 
drivers aim to deliver Payment Context implies providing mPayment platforms by creating separate 
mPayment ecosystems. Through the payment ecosystem their motto is to add value to consumer 
shopping through mWallets. Adding value to consumers creates opportunities to study consumer 
behavior and shopping patterns. Finally their goal to strengthen the core business is further 
strengthened by their launch into mPayments.  

5.2.2 Consumer Expectation 
Investigating the demand from a consumer point of view proves that a consumer interest in mWallet 
lies in utilizing a wide variety of services inside a single mWallet service. In (KPMG, September 
2011) it estimated that consumers prefer mWallet services, where the ability to make mPayments to 
maximize shopping value and minimize interest rate of payments of bank cards is widely preferred 
by consumers. Thus we can sum up by saying that a consumer requires an integrated mWallet 
service that adds value to shopping. The slow adoption rate for mWallets among consumers could be 
attributes the fact that the provider demands not matching up to the consumer demands. (Figure 23) 
gives deeper insight into the problem areas.  

 

Figure 23 Equating Consumer and Provider demand 
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5.3 Networks 
From the data collected in (CHAPTER 3 – MOBILE WALLET USE CASES) and applying the CCA 
model to the data collected, a profound similarity can be drawn between MNOs and banks driven 
mWallets. From the outset it appears that both drivers prefer a homogeneous collaboration of players 
for their endeavor in mPayments. The meaning of homogeneous in this context refers to MNO 
collaborating only with other MNOs to form a collaborative platform for mPayments. Likewise, 
banks cooperating with other banks and financial institutions. While MNOs favor JV collaborations 
for a number of reasons discussed above, banks are more inclined towards single hand ventures 
though JV collaborations are also in contemplation. The primary reason banks prefer a standalone 
policy could be attributed to the fact that, collaboration with other banks could cause banks to lose 
sight of their own consumers (Siegel, et al., July 2011). Further if SIM card technology for 
mPayments emerges as the standard technology, banks would have to heavily rely on MNOs to 
partner with banks, for banks to retain market share in mPayments. In this scenario, collaborating 
with other banks would further affect their revenue chain.  

In the value mesh analysis, the major reasons observed as a roadblock between JV collaboration 
between MNOs and banks were:  

 Multiple Partnership Agreements 
 Ownership of consumer data 

5.3.1 Multiple Partnership Agreements  
One of the major issues that arise for banks while collaborating with MNOs is their need to create 
and maintain a variety of service level agreements with a number of MNOs, even outside the 
collaboration ring in order to ensure that the mPayment services provided by the bank reach all their 
consumers irrespective of the operator (Siegel, et al., July 2011).  

5.3.2 Ownership of consumer data 
The other critical issue that confronts both the MNOs and banks is consumer ownership. Both MNO 
and bank have an excellent relationship with the consumer which is evident from our analysis in 
(CHAPTER 4 – ARA MODELLED ANALYSIS OF MOBILE WALLET CONCEPTS). Being directly 
connected with the consumer provides both the players with business critical data on consumer 
shopping behavior. The MNOsi nvestigate consumer shopping patterns to further develop 
customized consumer targeted advertising, to create potentially new revenue channels. Banks 
analyze the same data on consumer purchasing patterns and payment preferences to gain insight on 
consumer behavior. Thus we can sum the value-mesh analysis present within and across banks and 
MNOsas similar collaboration networks yet being complex in the case of inter-operability. The 
complexity in collaboration between MNOs and banks is due to the lack of a collaborative business 
model (Siegel, et al., July 2011). 

In comparison to MNOs and banks, the Internet drivers have a heterogeneous collaboration model. In 
their pursuit to create an mPayment ecosystem to provide “Payment Context” to consumers, they 
have cooperated with a number of players to complete the payment chain. Involving a number of 
actors to create an mPayment platform might reduce the revenue share finally. Despite the fact, 
Internet drivers have collaborated with a number of actors as their primary goal is to expand their 
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business landscape while revenue remains secondary. Internet drivers of mWallet solutions, primary 
motive remains utilizing their vast global consumer base to attract consumers into a closed loop 
payment chain. Doing so provides the drivers with a wealth of consumer data on shopping patterns. 
This data could be utilized to target consumers with consumer customized advertising on web search. 
Indirectly, their core business which is online advertising and searches is strengthened by their entry 
into mPayments.  

5.4 Market Position 
Comparing the use cases of the three different mWallet drivers investigated in this research, we can 
observe that MNOs have emerged leaders in comparison to banks and Internet drivers. Despite the 
mWallet industry being in its infancy, this appears to the initial trend. The reasons behind MNOs 
leading the mWallet market can be attributed to the following reasons: 

 MNO’s key business focus areas is mPayments. 
 MNOs are the owners of the SIM cards through which mWallet services are deployed. 
 Owning the SIM further leads to greater control over consumer behavior over mobile 

payments. 
 MNO has dominant role in deploying and maintaining mobile payment networks. 
 MNOs have strong business relationship with consumers. 
 MNOs provide an integrated wider range of mWallet services compared to banks and 

Internet drivers. 
Due to the raw nature of the industry we can emphasize that the main objective of the MNOs with 
respect to mPayments is to create a market standard for all the other players to adopt. 

In comparison to MNOs, banks are still lagging behind to fully adopt the mPayment platform. The 
MNOs providing an alternative to the traditional payment networks have forced banks to enter the 
mPayment market as well. Despite having strong business relationships and existing infrastructure 
on both the consumer and merchant segments, banks slow venture into the mPayment market can be 
attributed to the following reason:  

 Despite not being the banks business focus, yet the need to invest and focus in the telecom 
sector to provide unified device agnostic mPayment platforms for consumers. 

 The need to find an appropriate business model to collaborate with MNOs to co-exist.  
 The delay in launching services mWallet services in the market. 

 

In spite of the drawbacks, banks have a tremendous potential to compete with the MNOs once they 
grow momentum in the mPayment field as the biggest advantage banks possess is the consumer trust 
in comparison to MNOs. 

In the case of Internet driven mWallets, the market position they have in comparison to MNOs and 
banks is secondary due to their converged business scope. While MNOs have the initial lead in 
providing mPayment sector owing to greater access to technological innovations and banks 
possessing the much needed consumers trust, Internet drivers of mWallets have a lot of ground to 
cover up. Despite this fact, the greatest advantage Internet driven mWallets have is their global 
consumer base. Thought the payment industry is national to its character, Internet drivers have the 
scope to reach a global consumer base. In spite of the narrow business scope and closed loop 
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ecosystem, Internet drivers have a potential to provide stiff competition to MNOs and banks through 
an appropriate business model and global advertising.  

The three dimensional cube drawn below analyzes the market positions of the MNOs, banks and 
Internet driven mWallet drivers position against scope, payment processing and mobile technology. 
The positions each driver aligns itself explains the differences they exhibit to one another. When the 
same drivers are compared against each other with three new dimensions such as consumer 
relationship, merchant relationship and complexity level of ecosystems they appear to take totally 
different positions along the cube. Thus it can be concluded that each driver of a mWallet has their 
pros and cons when measured against different criteria.  

         

Figure 24 Market position of MNO, Bank, Internet driven mWallets 

5.5 Substitutes 
Due to the infant nature of the mPayment market, there exist a number of mWallet services deployed 
by the three major drivers. In this research we would employ the ansoff matrix to predict and 
compare the marketing strategy of the various use cases under each driver. To compare the various 
drivers, we would take one use case example under each driver and analyze if it would also be a 
substitute. 

 MNOs Banks Internet 
companies 

Use case WyWallet BART Google Wallet 
Table 6 Use case examples for substitutes 

5.5.1 WyWallet 
Applying the Ansoff matrix (Section 1.5.1) to 4T launched WyWallet we observe that, WyWallet 
being a new product does not have complete market penetration. From the data collected, it is 
evident that WyWallet at present has only 97% market penetration in Sweden. Thus the road map for 
WyWallet would be to focus on providing complete market penetration within Sweden. Once 
WyWallet achieves complete market penetration their next focus should be expanding to new 
markets within Scandinavia. As WyWallet is in itself a product of the 4 major MNOs in Sweden 
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offering mostly all mWallet services, their roadmap should involve expanding to newer markets 
rather than enhancing services. Once services are expanded to markets within Scandinavia, service 
development and diversification could follow suit. 

5.5.2 BART  
Analyzing banks driven mWallet like BART with Ansoff matrix, a vast difference could be noticed 
in marketing strategy to WyWallet. BART only offers merchant in store - PoS transaction through 
the mDevice. The roadmap for BART would be to initially expand their current market penetration. 
Once banks achieve good market penetration within Sweden, banks driven mWallet services would 
look to expand on the services front. Unlike WyWallet whose roadmap compelled them to expand to 
new markets, BART will have to expand their services to new product development. Once BART is 
able to provide a broader range of services they could look to expand to newer markets and then 
diversification. 

5.5.3 Google Wallet 
Analyzing Google Wallet applying Ansoff matrix, parallels in marketing strategy with respect to 
banks can be drawn. Google Wallet provides limited services restricted to merchant in store - PoS 
transaction and works within a self-created ecosystem. Their primary goal would be to create greater 
market penetration. Once this is achieved more mWallet services like P2P,  shopping at vending 
machines and online shopping would be added to the Google Wallet product. Once Google wallet 
provides more services and greater market penetration, then it can look to expand to different 
markets and finally focus on diversification.  

The figure below clearly identifies the similarities and differences that exist within the three drivers 
with respect to marketing strategy. The green arrow in the diagram points out that all three use cases 
have a similar initial strategy to achieve better market penetration locally. Once this is achieved we 
can note the difference as well. While the MNOs look to enter different markets to promote their 
product, banks and Internet drivers opt to promote better services through product development 
indicated by the red arrows. This clearly illustrates that banks and Internet drivers have similar 
marketing strategy and can also act as substitutes to one another.           

 

Figure 25 Comparison of marketing strategy of the MNOs, Banks and Internet Companies mWallet Drivers 
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CHAPTER 6 – MOBILE WALLET DRIVER’S CHALLENGES 
 

In this chapter the mobile wallet challenges endured by each driver assimilated in (CHAPTER 3 – 
MOBILE WALLET USE CASES) would be classified into internal and external challenges. The 
internal and external challenges would be compared against the three drivers using the CCA model 
to find similarities and differences among the challenges faced by each of the three mWallet drivers. 
Classifying and analyzing the challenges would help the author answer (RQ2). 

6.1 Background 
As mPayments is a growing market and a number of drivers are involved in deploying and providing 
mPayment solutions through mWallets. As predominantly, most of the mWallet services are still 
relatively in the piloting phase or have just been commercially launched. Investigating the challenges 
faced by each mWallet driver in launching the services divulged upon the various challenges each 
mWallet driver faced. Analyzing the obstacles compiled, resulted in classification of the challenges 
into two groups: 

 Internal Challenges 
 External Challenges 

 

The internal challenges refer to the roadblocks mWallet companies had to face within the company 
setup and overcome in order to deploy mWallet solutions. External challenges refer to obstacles 
these companies are currently facing. The mWallet companies analyzed in this research have been 
categorized into one of the three mWallet drivers i.e. MNOs, banks and web based drivers.  

6.2 Internal Challenges 
The challenges faced by MNOs, banks and Internet based mWallet drivers prior to launching the 
mWallet service are listed in the table below.  

Drivers MNOs Banks Internet 

Internal 
Challenge 

Integrating competing 
MNOs, to form a common 

structure platform to suit the 
mPayment structure 

Collaborating  banks to create a 
JV mPayment platform 

The ineptitude to 
create a broader 

mPayment 
ecosystem 

 
Limited experience on the 

payment sector 
Technical ineptitude to adapt to 

changes in the mobile sector 
 

  

The latency to launch the 
mPayment platform and time 
taken for mWallet service to 

reach the market 

 

Table 7 Comparison table for Internal challenges for mWallet drivers 
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6.2.1 Similarities 
From the table it is evident that the common challenge faced by both banks and MNOs in providing 
mPayment is the collaboration of major corporations to agree on a common payment structure. 
Despite the challenges, MNOs and banks still favor JV collaborations due to the added advantages 
associated with it. Some of the advantages JV collaborations provide are less CapEx and OpEx costs 
in spite of uniform service yet operator segmented consumer base. In simpler words through JV 
collaborations, operator’s cost to service decrease while their services reach a wider range of 
consumers earning higher revenues.  

In comparison, Internet driver’s challenges are completely separate due to the basic difference in 
their motive to enter mPayments. The internal challenge that faces Internet drivers is their present 
narrow mPayment platform. In their endeavor to create an mPayment ecosystem Internet drivers 
have an end to end payment model but available to a select consumer base. Their challenge would be 
to expand their business horizon. 

6.2.2 Difference  
It is evident from the table that most of the internal challenges are related to the industry of origin of 
the mWallet driver. MNOs major roadblocks occur in keeping pace with payment models on the 
banking side. Similarly banks have the problem of adapting to fast growing changes in the mobile 
sector. Thus it can be summed up as industry of origin plays a significant role in mPayments. As far 
as Internet drivers are concerned their challenges lie in coping up with advancements on both the 
telecom and payment sectors to create a wider payment platform to serve their vast consumer base. 

6.3 External Challenges 
The challenges faced by MNOs, banks and Internet based mWallet drivers post to launching the 
mWallet service are listed in the table below. 

Drivers MNOs Banks Internet Companies 

Current 
Challenges 

Need to connect more on 
the merchant side to install 
PoS terminals to be more 

widely accepted 

Need for a business 
model for the merchant 

and consumer to 
cooperate 

Need to earn consumer 
trust with respect to 
security related to 

technology 

 
Effective advertising on the 
consumer side to promote 

mPayments 

Need for a collaborative 
business model for 
MNOs and banks to 

inter-operate 

Need to earn consumer 
trust with respect to 

maintaining consumer 
integrity 

  
Need to further look into 

consumer experience 

Need more effective 
advertising to spread 

consumer awareness on the 
new payment method 

Table 8 Comparison table for External challenges for mWallet drivers 
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6.3.1 Similarities 
As mentioned above challenges relate a great deal to the industry of origin of the mWallet driver. 
With respect to MNOs the major challenge appears to be their inadequate merchant side connections. 
MNOs will have to bring in more PoS terminals at the merchants to  and effectively promote the 
innovative method to further advance and gain more market share in the mPayment industry. Similar 
to MNOs banks have their origin industry related issues with mPayment solutions. As banks have a 
degree of dependence on the MNOs their key problem areas appears to be finding the apt business 
models to cooperate between merchants and consumers. Even though banks have good relations on 
both the consumer and merchant side, finding a suitable business model to satisfy the consumer and 
merchant need on the mPayment sector appears to be a roadblock. Similarly banks dependence on 
MNOs for the TSM compels banks to find an apt collaborative business model to engage in 
partnerships with MNOs. Thus we can sum that there are no similarities in external challenges 
experienced by mWallet drivers as the challenges arise from the origin of industry for all drivers 
which is different. 

6.3.2 Difference 
Comparing the three mWallet drivers, it is clear that though there are similarities in internal 
challenges between MNOs and banks the external challenges are all varied depending on the source 
industry of the mWallet driver. MNOs and banks have challenges relating to inter-collaboration and 
strengthening the merchant and consumer side business relations. The biggest challenge that Internet 
drivers face is related to earning the trust of their consumers. In spite of having a global consumer 
base, Internet drivers need to overcome the challenge of securing their consumers trust in their 
handling the personal information of the users. Finally we can summarize that challenges mWallet 
drivers face is completely different from one another.   

6.4 Final Words 
Finally, putting it together we can state that each driver of the mPayment service are vastly different 
with respect to technical operations or general factors such purpose behind entry into mPayments, 
their respective market position, fellow ecosystem players and marketing strategy. There is also 
difference in the challenges they face while providing mWallet service. Looking at the bigger 
picture, we can span out to conclude the reason behind the difference greatly depends on the origin 
industry of the mWallet provider. Yet, similarities can be observed in certain factors mainly between 
MNOs and banks due to the fact that they have more objectives in common when compared with 
internet companies’. With respect to challenges, the origin industry of the mWallet driver also plays 
a crucial role as seen in the analysis above. From an eagles view, we can observe that in the field of 
mPayments, MNOs have a lead over banks and internet companies but banks have the scope to attain 
SMP owing to their past experience in the payment sector and internet companies have the advantage 
of possessing a global user base. Thus, it still remains to be seen who would emerge as the leader in 
mPayments as the market matures.  
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CHAPTER 7 –DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 
The analysis made in (Chapter 4 and 5) provides the answers to the primary research question of this 
thesis 

7.1 Research Questions 
 

What are the major reasons behind the entry of MNOs, Banks and Internet 
companies into providing Mobile Wallets? 

To answer the primary research question, it is evident that MNOs need to look into alternate sources 
of revenue other than solely depending on their customers to supplement their income owing to the 
slowdown in revenues from voice calls. Further, MNOs also need to try and revitalize their business 
opportunities to compensate for the decline in voice revenues. MNOs being directly connected to 
their customers have leverage to abundance of customer data. Ideally the most suitable path for 
MNOs to take, in order to expand revenues, is to utilize this data and venture into providing mobile 
payment solutions. In order for MNOs to sustain the competition from other mobile payment drivers, 
MNOs must look to create a simple adoption technique of mobile payment services to customers. 
This could be done through strategic cooperation with other players within the payment ecosystem 
like banks, credit and debit card networks, payment processors and merchants. MNOs should also 
look to provide added value to customers than just pave channels to shop through mobile devices. 
Finally, the biggest advantage MNOs have over others is their close technical field relativity to the 
smartphones. Targeting the smartphone users by offering mobile payment solutions would enable 
operators to promote their payment services effectively and also win the loyalty of the customer. 
Widening the customer base would enable the MNOs to grow financially and also increasing 
customer value. The factor that MNOs need to be concerned, while providing alternate payment 
solutions, is adhering to the customers’ privacy and security given their limited experience in the 
payment sector. If MNOs manage to fulfill these expectations they would definitely be a force in the 
mobile payment market. 

The entry of MNOs into providing mobile payment solutions has paved a substitute to the traditional 
bank centric payment process. This has triggered an alarm within the banking industry as one of their 
core business activities that is being threatened. In order to protect market leadership and revenue 
streams, banks foray into mobile payments is inevitable. Due to the fact that, mobile payments are 
not the key focus areas of banks, there is a lag in their entry into mobile payments when compared 
with MNOs. While it is clear that mobile payments are the way forward, banks will have to find 
ways to cop up with the developments in the mobile payment sector. Banks will also need to look to 
keep in touch with the technological changes in the mobile sector. Finally, the key for banks is 
finding an effective collaborative business model to cooperate with other players within the 
ecosystem. Despite these roadblocks, banks have the tremendous scope to thrive in the mobile 
payment industry, given their prior experience in the payment sector and earned customer trust 
(KPMG, September 2011).  

The internet companies’ entry into creating a mobile payment platform carries a different motive to 
MNOs and banks, as their key goal is to strengthen their existing business by shifting online user 
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base to offline PoS at stores. The byproduct of this goal is associated with rendering constant 
revenue streams to the various players within the ecosystem. In comparison to MNOs and banks, 
internet companies are faced with a numerous challenges in their provisioning of mobile payment 
solutions. Despite this fact, the greatest advantage internet companies carry over MNOs and banks 
are their global presence. While MNOs and banks have only a national presence, internet companies 
carry a global customer base (Siegel, et al., July 2011).  

Answering the second research question, 

What are the challenges in deploying a Mobile Wallet service within each driver? 

Owing to the vast difference in the origin industry of MNO, banks and internet companies’ driven 
mWallet concepts, there is a number of varied challenges both internally and externally within each 
driver. Still, a thin line of similarity in challenges can be drawn between MNOs and banks in terms 
of aspiring to create JV homogeneous collaboration among other players within the ecosystem. Also, 
MNOs and banks need to gain more experience in one another’s fields to technically adapt more to 
overcome their present challenges. Several market studies have suggested that, MNOs and banks can 
either cooperate and share the market and reduce their challenges or compete and split the market 
and find their own ways to face their challenges. As far as internet companies are concerned, their 
primary challenge lies in the area of obtaining consumer trust. As the motive of internet companies 
to provide mWallet services lies separated from MNOs and banks, their challenges also vary from 
that of MNOs and banks. 

To finally sum up, it would be appropriate to state that MNOs have emerged leaders in mPayments 
and banks running second and internet companies third, but given the incipient stage of the mobile 
payment market, all drivers of mobile payment solutions have roadblocks but the scope and business 
opportunities lying behind the challenges are far greater. From the customer point of view, a standard 
solution with integrated services that adds value to purchases is the expectation. The driver that 
satisfies this expectation of the customer could become the standard for mobile payment solutions 
(Abraham, 2012) .  

7.2 Limitation  
Due to the short span of time involved in completing this research, the major limitations of this 
project involves generalizing mWallet concepts based on investigated mobile wallet use cases. 
Though the conducted literature study aptly related to the mWallet concepts studied in this research 
applying and expecting similar results to all mWallet use cases outside the studied mWallet use cases 
could prove improbable.  

7.3 Implications 
The end results of this report would definitely prove beneficial to companies planning to enter the 
mPayment market, through providing key insights into the strategies and valuable information about 
other mPayment drivers and their motives to enter the mPayment market. The report further clarifies 
the similarities and differences observed in mPayment drivers  entry level strategies and the 
challenges encountered by them. This could help mPayment startups to have a clearer vision while 
launching their product into the market. 
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7.4 Future Work 
Based out of my research, a comparison between MNOs, banks and Internet Company driven 
mWallet solutions are investigated. Further there exists, third party actors providing mPayment 
solutions and mWallets. Investigating the roles of third party actors in the current scenario could well 
be an apt study to build on the current research that has been made. There is also the scope to 
compare the major drivers market positioning in each country globally and zooming out to examine 
the bigger picture to eventually find out the driver that has the edge over the rest. Finally, analyzing 
the roles of the consumer expectation on mWallet solutions with existing solutions could highlight 
the gap that exists in the present market. I firmly believe these topics would represent the apt 
continuation of this research 
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